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Optical coherence techniques for plasma spectroscopy „invited …

J. Howard,a) C. Michael, F. Glass, and A. D. Cheetham
Plasma Research Laboratory, Australian National University, Canberra ACT 0200, Australia

~Presented on 21 June 2000!

A new electro-optically modulated optical solid-state~MOSS! spectrometer has been constructed
for high temporal resolution measurement of the coherence of line radiation from plasmas. The
instrument is an electro-optically modulated fixed delay polarization interferometer, or Fourier
transform spectrometer. It has high light throughput compared with conventional grating based
instruments of comparable resolving power while being compact and robust against alignment
errors. By employing electro-optical path-length modulation techniques, the spectral information is
transferred to the temporal frequency domain and can be obtained using a single photodetector. A
wide field-of-view MOSS camera has been developed for imaging applications, while
multiple-delay variants of the basic single fixed delay instrument have also been successfully tested.
We discuss applications including passive Doppler spectroscopy, charge exchange recombination
spectroscopy, and Zeeman and motional Stark effects. For Doppler tomographic applications, we
show that such time-domain instruments have certain fundamental advantages, not least of which is
a simple relationship between fringe visibility and the line integral of the intensity weighted velocity
distribution function. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1326901#
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I. INTRODUCTION

This article describes an electro-optically modulat
solid state~MOSS! spectrometer for general purpose optic
plasma spectroscopy.1,2 The spectrometer monitors the tem
poral coherence of an isolated spectral line using polariza
interferometric techniques. It is essentially a Fourier tra
form spectrometer~FTS! modulated about a fixed delay. Th
amplitude of the interference fringes produced by the mo
lation is related to the light temporal coherence while
phase conveys the line center frequency.

It is well known that the FTS can provide a significa
light throughput advantage over an equivalent resolut
grating based instrument.3 However, this is often offset by
the necessity to mechanically scan the optical path len
delay in order to reconstruct the spectrum. The interferom
ric nature of the instrument also requires a high degree
mechanical stability. Fixed systems based on polarizing
tics which form the interferogram in the spatial domai4

overcome many of these problems, but again require
light to be dispersed and received by many detectors in o
that the spectrum can be reconstructed. However, when
spectrum can be simply parametrized~for example, in terms
of its intensity, shift, and width!, measurements at a singl
or perhaps only a few delays simultaneously may suffice
its characterization. This allows the photon flux to be divid
among a small number of detectors.

It is a remarkable fact that, notwithstanding the comp
cations owing to integration over an inhomogeneous sou
measurements at a fixed~but temporally modulated! delay
are sufficient for tomographic reconstruction of the intens
flow, and temperature fields for Doppler broadened emiss

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
john.howard@anu.edu.au
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lines. This allows high time resolution to be obtained~only a
single detector is required! and opens the possibility for two
dimensional spectroscopic imaging using a camera and t
dimensional multianode photomultipler tube detector~MAD !
array.

In this article we discuss a number of experiments ba
on MOSS technology that are presently installed on the H
heliac at the Australian National University.5 These include a
fixed and moveable single channel systems, the MOSS s
troscopic camera,6 the tomographic MOSS~ToMOSS! spec-
troscopy system,7 and the spread-spectrum optical Four
transform~SOFT! spectrometer.

In Sec. I we introduce the MOSS hardware and revi
the measurement principle. It is shown that, for a plasma
local thermal equilibrium, a single delay MOSS system d
livers well-defined information about the line-integrated te
perature distribution. To tomographically unfold this requir
simultaneous measurements at many positions and m
angles. To this end we have developed a wide field-of-vi
MOSS camera that registers a discretized projection of
H-1 poloidal plasma cross section using a linear MAD arr
The projection can be Abel inverted to obtain time resolv
images of the plasma emission intensity, temperature,
flow vorticity ~Sec. III!. For higher resolution studies, w
have constructed the ToMOSS system, a rotatable appa
that encircles the H-1 plasma and supports five arrays o
lens-coupled optical fibers. All 55 optical fibers are imag
through a single MOSS camera onto an 838 MAD array.

The SOFT system~Sec. IV! is an extension of the
MOSS concept to simultaneous coherence measuremen
multiple fixed delays. Such a system is required when m
detailed line shape information is required~for example, to
study nonthermal distributions!. Under certain conditions, i
is possible to reconstruct the velocity distribution function
the emitting species.8
il:
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Finally, we consider some important potential applic
tions in polarization spectroscopy such as motional Stark
fect and Zeeman spectroscopy. As we show in Sec.
MOSS-based systems for such measurements offer sim
cations in optical design and improvements in measurem
signal to noise ratio.

II. STATIC FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROSCOPY

The MOSS spectrometer is an electro-optically mod
lated, fixed delay FTS based on solid polarizing optical co
ponents. Its behavior can be understood in terms of stan
theory for Fourier transform spectrometers.9 We represent by
e(j) the species emission line spectrum, wherej5(n
2n0)/n0 is the normalized frequency andn0 is the line cen-
ter frequency in the particle rest frame. The signal obtain
using an ideal FTS can be expressed as

S6~f!5
m0

2
@16R@g~f!exp~ if!##, ~1!

where m0 is the line integrated emission intensity,f
52pn0t, wheret is the interferometer time delay andg~f!
is the optical coherence, related to the light spectral distri
tion through the Weiner–Khinchine theorem

g~f!5
1

m0
E

2`

`

e~j!exp~ ifj!dj. ~2!

In conventional FTS, the path length is mechanica
scanned and the recorded interferogram is inverted for
spectrume(j). For high-resolution plasma spectroscopy a
plications, it is often sufficient to fix the delay and temp
rally monitor variations in the light coherence.

The layout of the MOSS spectrometer is shown in Fig
A narrow band interference filter isolates the spectral line
interest. The first polarizing cube transmits the horizonta
polarized component of the filtered plasma light to a birefr
gent crystal~typically LiNbO3, L525 mm thick, birefrin-
genceB50.1! whose fast axis is at 45° to the plane of p
larization. For light of center frequencyn0 , this introduces a
fixed phase delayf052pn0BL/c52pn0t0 between the or-
thogonal characteristic waves. The light is finally polariz

FIG. 1. Optical layout for the modulated solid state spectrometer.
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using a beamsplitter cube to allow the independent com
nents to interfere at photomultiplier tubes intercepting
transmitted and/or reflected beams.

The operating principle is illustrated in Fig. 2. When th
species temperature increases~decreases!, the fringe visibil-
ity ug~f!u decreases~increases!. This is monitored by dither-
ing the instrument phase electro-optically by an amountf̃1

5f1 cos(Vt) of amplitudef1*p/2 about the fixed delay
~phase! offset f0 . The modulation is imposed by applyin
an oscillating voltage~typically at tens of kilohertz! along
the crystalz axis. When the center frequency changes,
interferogram expands or contracts leaving the envelope
changed. This is registered as a change in the ratio of
power in the odd and even harmonics of the applied mo
lation. Because of the large fixed delayt0 , even small
changes in wavelength can give significant shifts in the
terferogram phase.

We write for the instantaneous phase shift

f5f01f1 cosVt ~3!

so that the available information bandwidth is determined
the modulation angular frequencyV. Substituting from Eq.
~3! in Eq. ~1!, and applying simple trigonometric identitie
yields

S6~f!5m0@16gc cos~f1 cosVt !7gq cos~f1 cosVt !#,
~4!

where g5gc1 igq5uguexp(if0). Using the Bessel expan
sion, it can be shown that even and odd harmonics of
modulation frequency are proportional, respectively, togc

andgq .

FIG. 2. Simulated interferograms showing the effect on the interferog
phase of a change in line center frequency~exaggerated for clarity!. The
dashed vertical line corresponds to the delay introduced by the birefrin
crystal while the bold section is the portion of the interferogram swept
the electro-optic modulation. The fringe contrast also varies with change
the temperature of the emitting species. The temporal signal resulting
the modulation is shown on the right.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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The most basic optical spectroscopy measures the Dop
shift and broadening of emission from excited plasma ato
and ions. Though charge exchange recombination spec
opy achieves a degree of localization, line integration effe
can not generally be ignored. Multichannel measureme
and tomographic techniques must then be employed. H
ever, because of the summation of Doppler spectra of v
ing width and shift along the line-of-sight, spectral-doma
~i.e., grating based! systems are not well suited for the in
verse procedure.

The measured emission spectrume(j; l) depends onj and
the direction of viewl5p(2sinu,cosu), wherep is the im-
pact parameter andu is the angle of the viewing line~see
Fig. 3!. On the other hand, the velocity distribution is a fun
tion of four coordinatesf 5 f (x,y,vx ,vy). When the distri-
bution is isotropic, however, we havef 5 f (x,y,v) and the
inverse problem is, in principle, no longer singular.

For an inhomogeneous drifting isotropic velocity distributi
function f (r ,v2vD)[ f 0(r ,v), wherev5V/c is a normal-
ized velocity coordinate,v5uvu and vD(r ) is the local first
moment drift velocity, the integrated measurement along
line L viewing the plasma in directionl̂ is proportional to

e~j; l!5E
L
g~r ,j; l̂!dl, ~5!

where

g~r ,j; l̂!5E f ~r ,v2vD!d~j2v"l̂!dv ~6!

is the local emission spectrum with spectrally integrated i
tropic intensity

I 0~r !5E g~r ,j; l̂!dj. ~7!

The delta function selects the part of the velocity distribut
f that contributes via the Doppler effect to the optical inte
sity at normalized frequencyj.

Note that the Fourier transform of Eq.~6! over the nor-
malized frequency coordinate separates the contribut
from the drift and the body of the distribution

FIG. 3. Geometry for tomography of some 2d scalar functionO showing
relationship between unit vectorl̂ and the viewing lineL(p,u) at impact
parameterp and angleu.
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G~r ,f l̂![F @g~r ,j; l̂!#5exp~ ifvD"l̂!G0~r ,f!. ~8!

G0(r ,f) gives a central slice of the Fourier transform of t
spherically symmetric~isotropic! distribution f 0(r ,v). Com-
bining Eqs.~2! and ~5!, and assuming conditions of loca
thermodynamic equilibrium~LTE!, the fringe visibility as-
sumes the particularly simple form8

ug~f; l!u5
1

m0
E

L
I 0~r !exp@2TS~r !/TC#dl, ~9!

whereTS(r ) is the local species temperature.TC is a ‘‘char-
acteristic temperature’’ set by the total interferometer ph
delayf:

kTC5
1

2
mSVC

2 VC5
2c

f
, ~10!

wherevC5VC /c is the corresponding ‘‘characteristic veloc
ity.’’ ~Note that, in calculatingTC , it is important to take
account of the variation of the crystal birefringence w
wavelength.! Observe that the fringe visibility is independe
of the spatially varying driftvD and can be inverted for the
isotropic but inhomogeneous distribution functionf 0(r ,v).8

The change in the interferometer phase due to the D
pler shift is given~to first order in small quantities! by

df

f
5

1

m0ugu EL
G0~r ,f!vD•dl, ~11!

where dl[ l̂dl. Note that the usually small Doppler shi
componentdf is magnified by the approximately consta
fixed phase delayf5f0 . Equation~11! is a vector field line
integral whose inversion gives the vorticity of the fie
G0vD . Under appropriate conditions, it is possible to reco
struct the component of the flow-field vector potential tha
normal to the measurement plane.10

Because frequency domain spectrometers resolve
line shape, all wavelength components are required to
measured in order to estimate the line-averaged distribu
function parameters. This requires temporal path-len
scanning in the case of a Fabry–Pe´rot, or a multichannel
detector array for grating-based instruments. The cohere
at a fixed delay, however, registers simultaneously contri
tions from all frequency components without the loss of lig
attending the need for spectral discrimination, namely h
instrument finesse or a narrow input slit. Moreover, when
distribution function can be simply parametrized, the me
sured fringe visibility and phase relate directly to line int
grals of these parameters. The MOSS spectrometer is th
fore optimum for Doppler tomography in the sense that all
the photons available determine only the three independ
pieces of information carried at dc and odd and even h
monics of V, namelym0 , gc , and gq . These in turn are
linked via line integrals to the unknown velocity distributio
parametersI 0 , TS , andvD , which can then be recovered b
tomography.

III. SINGLE CHANNEL MOSS SPECTROMETER

The MOSS optical components are mounted ins
modular, flanged light-tight housings that allow flexible a
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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sembly. The system is robust against minor optical misali
ments. A small number of LiNbO3 crystals of assorted
lengths can be combined to obtain a characteristic temp
ture TC ~delay! that best matches the expected species t
peratureTS . In our experiments, light is coupled into th
MOSS using a lens-coupled optical fiber~numerical aperture
50.4! that approximately collimates the light through th
birefringent components. Photomultiplier tubes, oft
mounted at both output polarizing cube ports, intercept
expanded light beam. Where possible, optical compon
are broadband antireflection coated. By mounting the in
ference filter directly in front of the photomultiplier tube
emission from different spectral lines can be monitored
multaneously at each of the final polarizer ports. Altern
tively, the filter can be mounted at the fiber input, the use
two detectors then bringing a& improvement in signal to
noise ratio. Figure 4 shows a photograph of a simple mod
MOSS system.

We have made measurements for a number of ato
and ionic transitions in argon and helium discharges in
H-1 heliac. Light from a laser source~in our case, 488 nm! or
standard lamp, suitably attenuated to match the plasma
intensity and temporally gated so as not to coincide with
plasma pulse, can be admitted through the unused input
of the first polarizing cube. This light signal allows us
compare the level of photon shot noise with the natu
plasma light fluctuation level.

The high voltage modulation of the electro-optic plate~s!
is achieved using a function generator, a standard audio
plifier, and step-up transformer~100:1!. This system has
been optimized using a detailed circuit model and is capa
of operating over a range of frequencies from 0.5 to 1
kHz. For modulation frequencies in the range 0–20 kHz,
low level signal to the modulator is provided by a PC ca
~PCI-MIO-16E-4! controlled using a LabVIEW virtual in-
strument. The card/software also acquires the MOSS sign
processes, displays, and archives the data from up to e
channels in real time. For the results reported here~obtained
at 30–40 kHz!, we have synchronously (nV/2p) acquired
the data using CAMAC hardware and demodulated the in
ferograms numerically.

If we ignore the spatial integration and assume LTE, E
~1! gives the signal at the spectrometer ports as

S65I 06I 0z cos@f0~11vD!1f1 cos~Vt !#, ~12!

where the total fringe visibilityz5z IzS now includes an in-
strumental componentz I analogous to the familiar slit func

FIG. 4. Photograph of MOSS spectrometer with major components labe
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tion for grating spectrometers andzS[ugu5exp(2TS/TC),
whereTS is the source temperature. The phase includes
Doppler shiftvD5df/f0 given by Eq.~11!. The instrumen-
tal fringe contrastz I is determined by the collected ligh
solid angle and optical imperfections, and can be represe
by the factorz I5exp(2TI /TC), whereTI is the instrument
‘‘temperature.’’ It is apparent that the source temperatureTS

can be obtained from the measured fringe contrast vi
simple subtraction of exponents proportional to the measu
and instrumental temperatures rather than requiring the u
deconvolution correction for the instrument function.

Uncertainty in the instrumental phase offsetf0 is
equivalent to a wavelength calibration error for grating
struments. Because of thermal drifts and uncertainties in
numerical values of the refractive indices, it is difficult
absolutely determine the phase shiftf0 . Estimates of the
Doppler drift vD are usually obtained with respect to th
measured phasef0 at the commencement of the discharg

The H-1 heliac is a toroidal magnetic plasma confin
ment device having major radiusR51 m and average mino
radiusa;0.2 m. For the experiments reported here, the m
netic field strength on axis was varied between 0.1 and 0.
while the magnetic configuration could be changed by in
pendently controlling the currents flowing in the vertic
field coils and the toroidal and poloidal coil sets. To demo
strate the spectrometer performance, we show tempera
and flow data for radio frequency~rf! heated~7 MHz, 80 kW
max! argon discharges.

Ar II light at 488 nm is collected from a cylindrica
plasma volume of diameter;30 mm that views the plasm
toroidally. Fixed and translatable lens-coupled optical fib
that collect the light from other positions are also availab
Almost complete poloidal cross-sectional data are obtai
using the MOSS camera~Sec. IV!. MOSS has been used fo
basic plasma ion-temperature scaling studies as well as
for study of ion dynamics during confinement transitions a
during power modulation experiments. By virtue of its hig
light throughput~in our case, more than 3 orders of magn
tude greater than for an equivalent-resolution grating ins
ment! the MOSS spectrometer is also especially well sui
to measurements that require high time resolution such as
the observation of fluctuations and coherent modes.

The argon ion temperatures are in the range 10–100
and match well the dynamic range for a LiNbO3 crystal of
thickness 40 mm (TC528 eV) obtained by combining sepa
rate plates of thickness 15 and 25 mm. The instrument c
trast, measured using an expanded argon ion laser bea
488 nm, is typically 0.75 and arises mainly from imperfe
tions in the birefringent plate. A more comprehensive disc
sion of instrument function, light throughput, resolution a
noise sensitivity, and calibration procedures can be fou
elsewhere.2

To illustrate the MOSS performance we show data fo
low field ~;0.14 T! argon discharge that collapses to
unstable oscillation about 10 ms into the pulse. Figure
shows data obtained using a toroidally viewing single ch

d.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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nel MOSS spectrometer. Signals~a!–~c! are the inferred in-
tensity, ion temperature, and flow. In this figure we ha
superimposed the signals extracted independently from
interferograms at the transmit and reflect ports of the fi
polarizer. The noisier signal was monitoring the ‘‘dark’’ ha
of the interference fringe. Note the temporal resolution
both temperature and flow velocity oscillations. For compa
son, trace~d! shows the line integrated plasma density m
sured using the scanning far infrared~FIR! interferometer.11

Each trace in~d! represents a spatial sweep of the 743mm
laser beam over a partial plasma cross section.

IV. TOMOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS—THE MOSS CAMERA

Using imaging optics, it is possible to construct a mu
channel MOSS camera. Rays from different plasma spa
positions are angularly multiplexed through the MOSS op
cal components. Because of the temporal encoding of
spectral information, the camera is a truly two-dimensio
time-resolved imaging spectrometer. Each spatial channe
quires its own detector, and the associated signals mus
separately amplified and acquired. Commercially availa
multianode photomultiplier detectors are well suited for t
application.

We have constructed two cameras. One directly ima
the poloidal plasma cross section onto a 16 element lin
detector array.6 The second camera utilizes an 838 MAD
array to process light from an array of 55 intravacuum le
coupled optical fibers.7 The MOSS camera uses standa
photographic lenses and 50 mm optics with typically;40
mm clear aperture to match that of the birefringent plat
The camera is also modular in construction, the vario
flanged components are butted together and bolted to an
tical rail. Details of the camera optical construction and
calibration are given elsewhere in these proceedings.6

The MOSS camera is mounted in front of a vacuum ta
port and views the plasma via a pair of elongated flat mirr
that are supported inside the vacuum tank. The viewing
ometry for the camera is shown in Fig. 6. Channel zero c
responds to the chord closest to the poloidal ring conduc
The full angle subtended by the plasma at the detector p

FIG. 5. ~a! Light intensity at 488 nm~b! toroidal temperature and~c! the
toroidal flow velocity. See text for discussion.
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is ;6.5° while the imaging system magnification is 103–
153. We have not yet attempted to tomographically unfo
the data presented here.

Loss of instrument contrast associated with the angu
variation of the refractive index of the lithium niobate bir
fringent plate limits the camera field-of-view to approx
mately 3° full cone angle for 50% contrast degradation. F
given field-of-view and ionic species, the degradation var
as 1/TC ~lower temperature means greater coherence
longer path delay!. The effect is analogous to the appearan
of circular fringes in a Michelson interferometer for off-ax
rays. This limitation would significantly compromise th
camera light gathering power. Fortunately, a simple fie
widening strategy where the single birefringent plate is
placed by twin crossed birefringent plates with an interve
ing half wave plate at azimuth 45° can be used
compensate this effect.12 The resulting field-of-view is ex-
panded by a factor@2A2n/B#1/2;8, eliminating this problem
for the H-1 camera. Of more importance in the wide an
limit is the variation in the passband of the interference fil
and possible light loss due to vignetting. Apart from the u
of a suitable imaging system and the field-widening ha
wave plate, the camera construction and operation is sim
in other respects to the single-channel instrument. The ins
ment contrast and interchannel relative phase shifts are m
sured by illuminating the field-of-view with a suitably dif
fused light source~in our case, the laser beam! having a
wavelength at or near the wavelength of interest. Additio
instrumental details can be found in an accompany
article.6

A. Results

The camera reveals a more complete picture of the
namics of the unstable discharge shown in Fig. 5. The tim
resolved projections of light intensity, temperature, and fl
are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. In the first, a 1.0 ms runn
mean has been applied to the signals to suppress the o
lating components. The plasma ion temperature profile is
tinctly hollow ~though the pressure profile is peaked! while
the ‘‘mean’’ temperature appears to be consistent with t
measured in the toroidal direction~intensity weighting must
be considered for a true comparison!. The hollow tempera-
ture profiles have been confirmed using a single chan
MOSS and shot-to-shot measurements. When interpre
these results, it must be borne in mind that the magnetic
intersects the vertical measurement plane at'30° so that

FIG. 6. Scale drawing showing the camera viewing geometry.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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both toroidal and poloidal behaviors are sensed by the m
surements.

A number of mechanisms have been proposed for
high ion temperatures observed in H-1. The elevated t
perature in the plasma edge may be evidence for direct
ticle acceleration in the rf sheath—an effect that may
important when the ion transit time through the sheath is
the order of the rf period.13 The thermal speed for 50 eV
argon ions isv th5(2kT/mS)1/2;1.53104 m/s and the Lar-
mor radius is about 0.05 m, a sizable fraction of the me
plasma radiusa&0.25 m. Under such circumstances, dire
ion orbit losses establish a potential well that electrostatic
confines the ions and preserves quasineutrality. As can
seen from the temperature profile evolution~Fig. 7!, the well
is established on a time scale of order;5–10 ms. The ion
temperature is only weakly affected by the density collap

During the unstable phase, the plasma rotates poloida
with peak speed&2 km/s, the region closest to the centr
ring conductor being blueshifted~as indicated by the false
color encoding of the contour plot!. Zero flow velocity in this
figure corresponds to a match between the phase of
plasma light interferogram and that from the laser calibrat
pulse. The apparent but fictitious flow speed bias of aro
2000 m/s is equivalent to an instrumental phase misma
df5(dv/c)f0510°. This offset, which has no bearing o
the measured relative phase offset between adjacent c
nels, corresponds to a frequency difference of 4 GHz

FIG. 7. Smoothed projections of the 488 nm emission intensity, temp
ture, and flow speed for a low field argon discharge. Channel 0 views
inside edge of the plasma, channel 11, the outside. See the text for di
sion.
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tween the laser source and the plasma emission line an
comparable with the laser intercavity mode spacing of;1
GHz. The flow is consistent with bulk rotation of plasm
associated with the predominantm51 instability seen more
clearly in Fig. 8. Given oscillation frequencyf mode56.8 kHz
the associated rotation velocity of 2100 m/s~for rotation ra-
dius 0.05 m! is close to the observed value. The region
strong velocity shear in the edge region of the plasma may
associated with strong edge potential gradients observe
these discharges.14

Figure 8 shows a full resolution view of the camera pr
jection data around the time of the collapse. The intens
shows a clear odd parity instability previously reconstruc
using the FIC scanning interferometer.15 Note the absence o
associated ion temperature fluctuations and the clear e
parity flow oscillation. The slow component of the flow pro
file has been removed in order to accentuate the oscilla
part. This flow oscillation could be interpreted as a perio
displacement of the plasma center of rotation or an e
parity plasma deformation made visible by the asymme
intensity weighting of the Doppler shift.

Figure 9 shows data for an argon discharge exhibit
spontaneous transitions to states of higher particle and/or
ergy confinement. The line-integral electron density jum
by approximately 15% at times 18 ms and 40 ms into
discharge. As can be seen in the figure, the transitions
accompanied by comparable increases in the light emis
intensity and associated discontinuities in the ion tempe

a-
e

us-

FIG. 8. Expanded view of camera projection data showing growth of
instability and ensuing plasma collapse. See the text for discussion.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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ture profile. These data, obtained using sixteen dete
channels, illustrates the high spatial and temporal resolu
~1 ms! that can be obtained using the camera. Note the
proximately symmetry of the profiles. The greater ion te
perature noise in the edge is due to the very low emiss
intensity in this region. The hollow ion temperature profi
and the relaxation at the completion of the pulse are con
tent features in these discharges.

B. ToMOSS

Uncertainties with interpretation of the flow data can
alleviated by viewing the plasma from many angles simu
neously. The ToMOSS spectroscopy experiment is desig
to obtain detailed tomographic reconstructions of plas
flow fields and temperature distributions in the H-1 helia7

A large diameter~;800 mm! rotatable stainless steel rin
that encircles the plasma in a poloidal cross section is u
for mounting five independent modules each containing
lens-coupled optical fibers for collecting plasma light alo
parallel chords separated by;20 mm. Figure 10 shows th
mounting ring, supporting frame, and the five sets of view
chords superimposed on the plasma cross section. A ph
graph of one of the optical modules showing the collect
lenses is given in Fig. 11.

The optical fibers are wrapped around the edge of
wheel and are shielded from the plasma. The lenses ca
rotated away from the plasma region when not in use.

FIG. 9. Camera projection data for a discharge at higher field~0.22 T!
showing multiple confinement transitions. Top: the light intensity~a laser
calibration light pulse is admitted at time 100 ms!. Bottom: the inferred
intensity weighted ion temperature.
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array of narrow~4 mm! fluorescent tubes are located in th
viewing cross section~above the plasma region! for calibrat-
ing the relative channel sensitivities. The fibers exit the H
vacuum chamber via rubber O-ring seals and terminate
patch panel. The rotatable ring, which has been recently
stalled, is driven by a stepper motor outside the vacuum v
sel under CAMAC control. Light from the 55 channels w
be fibre coupled to an imaging MOSS camera and the pa
lel signals acquired via CAMAC.

V. SPREAD-SPECTRUM METHODS—THE SOFT
SPECTROMETER

A generalization of the MOSS spectrometer that utiliz
a number of birefringent electro-optic plates mutua
aligned at 45° and placed between crossed or parallel po
izers has been constructed and tested. The SOFT spect
eter allows simultaneous measurements of the coherence
velope of a narrow band spectral feature at a multiplicity
delays. As its name suggests, the information is now enco
across a series of harmonics of the common sinusoidal d
voltage applied to the electro-optic crystals.8 The instrument
is the coherence analog of a slit spectrometer equipped
an image plane detector array. The SOFT, however, us
single fast detector, where the ‘‘spectral’’ pixels are the h
monic carriers in the temporal frequency domain.

FIG. 10. Schematic drawing of ToMOSS optical ring and support struct
showing the plasma region and viewing chords.

FIG. 11. Photograph of lens-coupled fiber module. The lenses are 15 m
diameter. Five such modules are mounted on the carrier ring at interva
45°.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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We have used three crystals~thicknesses: 5, 20, and 4
mm! to generate six independent interferometers modula
about fixed delaysf05@3,5,7,9,11,13#31000 waves. Be-
cause the modulation indicesf1i are in the same ratio as th
delaysf0i , the larger the delay, the greater the modulat
depth and the higher in frequency are the generated harm
carriers.

The interferogram can be processed numerically usin
series of bandpass filters centered on the respective ca
and having a bandwidth determined by the plasma prope
and the modulation frequency. Inverse fast Fourier transfo
recovers a set of time vectors which can be unwrapped
extract 12 independent pieces of information pertaining
the spectral line shape. Roughly speaking, the drive volt
should be sufficient to produce a modulation depth of at le
p/2 radians for the interferometer having the least phase
lay offset, to ensure data inversion with good condition nu
ber. The SOFT spectrometer is ideal for the study of n
thermal or complex spectra or for effectively extending t
dynamic range of the MOSS spectrometer.

First measurements made with this system are prese
here. Figure 12 shows the detailed interferogram and its
construction based on the computed contrasts, together
the calculated signal power spectrum which clearly sho
the harmonic carriers. The unfolded, time-resolved contr
at the six independent delaysf0 are shown in Fig. 13. The

FIG. 12. SOFT data:~a! the measured interferogram,~b! expanded view
showing measured and fitted signal, and~c! the power spectrum associate
with ~a!.
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system has been calibrated using an argon ion laser
tuned to 488 nm wavelength. While the overall agreemen
good, there are some systematic discrepancies betwee
contrasts for the best fit Maxwellian and those observed.
tentatively attribute this to inaccuracies in the instrume
calibration due to differences in the light input coupling f
the laser and plasma. We plan to resolve these uncertai
in the near future.

VI. POLARIZATION SPECTROSCOPY

It is often the case that spectral lines are also split
magnetic or electric fields. The amount of splitting and t
polarization orientation of the multiplet components conv
information about the vector fieldsB or E. By modulating
the polarization state of the multiplet, it is possible to va
the spectral content of the light. The change in the spec
shift or width is then sensed by the MOSS spectrometer a
variation of the interferogram phase or visibility. The pha
and amplitude of these modulations give information ab
the orientation and magnitude of the originating field~elec-
tric or magnetic!.

The applicability of a combined polarimeter and MOS
spectrometer for motional stark effect~MSE! measurements
has been described elsewhere.10 The primary advantages ar
higher light throughput and the elimination of narrowba
interference filters for isolating the centrals cluster of lines.
Here we summarize the basic measurement principle
MSE and indicate the suitability of the MOSS camera
such measurements.

MSE polarimetry is now a standard diagnostic for es
mating magnetic field pitch angle in tokamaks using hi
power heating beams.16,17 The MSE technique relies on th
splitting of the high energy neutral beam Balmera light into
orthogonally polarizeds andp components as a result of th
motion-induced strong electric fieldE5vÃB experienced in
the rest frame of the neutral atoms. When viewed in a dir
tion perpendicular toE the Stark splits andp components

FIG. 13. ~Solid curves! time evolution of the fringe visibility~contrast! for
the interferogram shown in Fig. 12. The six curves correspond in top do
order to successively larger delay offsets.~Dashed curves! the contrast that
would be expected for the Maxwellian distribution that best fits the m
surement set. Note the decreasing contrast with time as the plasma
temperature rises to a maximum 20 eV.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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are polarized, respectively, perpendicular and parallel to
direction ofE. When viewed alongE the s components are
unpolarized and thep components have no intensity. Th
magnetic field pitch angle is usually estimated by isolat
and measuring the polarization direction of the central cl
ter of s lines.

We propose to filter the polarization of the multiplet u
ing a polarimeter constructed of two birefringent pha
plates ~delays d1 and d2! having their fast axes mutuall
oriented at 45° followed by an analyzer oriented to trans
light polarized parallel to the fast axis of the first phase pl
~the x direction!. The final polarizing plate is superfluou
when the polarimeter is used in combination with the MO
camera~see Fig. 14!.

For incident spectrume(j) The intensity of the light
transmitted~or reflected! by the analyzer is related to th
Stokes vector of the input radiation by18

P5
e

2
~16s"p!,

s5~cos 2c cos 2x,sin 2c sin 2x,cos 2x!, ~13!

p5~cosd2 ,sind2 sind1 ,sind2 cosd1!,

wheres is the Stokes vector,c is the tilt angle of the vibra-
tional ellipse, andx the ellipticity. If the phase plates ar
replaced by photoelastic modulators operating at frequen
V1 andV2 it is possible, using appropriate delay amplitud
and synchronous detection techniques, to measure sim
neously all the components ofs.

Fixing the first phase plate delayd15p/2 ~quarter wave
plate! and sinusoidally modulating the second phase p
delay d25d sinVPt with modulation amplituded5p/2 we
obtain for the output intensity at the two polarimeter port

2P6~j!5e~j!@16zP~j!cos~2c2d cosVPt !#, ~14!

where e5es1ep is the total intensity andzP5(es

2ep)/(es1ep) is the net polarization ‘‘contrast.’’ We hav
takenc as the orientation of thes components and setx50.
Provided the differencees2ep in component intensities is
sufficiently great, the polarimeter signals will give th
quadrature components sin~2c! and cos~2c! at VP and 2VP ,
respectively.

FIG. 14. Optical layout for the combined polarimeter/MOSS camera
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Since the integrated intensities for thes andp compo-
nents are comparable,19 some spectral discrimination is re
quired to increase the polarization contrast. The standard
proach is to isolate thes components using a narrowban
interference filter. This is satisfactory provided the Sta
splitting is sufficiently large for thep components to fall
substantially outside the filter passband. It is also neces
that the splitting be large or comparable to the spec
broadening of the line due to the neutral beam divergenc
range of viewing angles. Tilt-tuned narrowband interferen
filters are required for each observing position. The filters
lossy and make no use of the availablep light. All these
issues bear on the achievable signal-to-noise ratio whic
turn limits the range of beam energies and magnetic fi
strengths for which MSE is useful.

The polarimeter transmits alternately thep ands mani-
folds using polarization modulation techniques at frequen
VP . Since the spectral bandwidth of thep manifold is
greater than for the centrals components, the MOSS spec
trometer can enhance the signal modulation depth given
appropriate choice of time delayt.

Because of its wide field-of-view a combine
polarimeter/MOSS camera can be located close to the vi
ing port and the signals relayed by optical fiber to one
more detector arrays. Since the full multiplet is observ
only a relatively wideband interference filter is required
isolate the full energy emission spectrum. Given judicio
choice of viewing geometry and filter alignment, such
wideband filter could be used for a number of viewing cha
nels simultaneously. For the combined system, the light
tensity at the final transmit polarizer port is given by

S5I 0/2@11z IzMSEcos~f01~p/2!cosVMt !#,

zMSE5@~zs cos2 C1zp sin2 C!cosF#, ~15!

C52c1d2 cosVPt,

where VP and VM are the modulation frequencies for th
polarimeter plate and the MOSS birefringent plate, resp
tively. TakingVP,VM , it is apparent that the ellipse orien
tationc is carried by the phase of the contrast modulation~at
frequencyVP! impressed on the MOSS interferometer ca
rier signal~at VM!. The depth of this amplitude modulatio
zs2zp yields the magnetic field strengthuBu. Variations in
beam energy will be registered as changes in the offset p
f0 . For simplicity ~though not necessity! the above analysis
has assumed that the total intensities of thes and p mani-
folds are comparable.19
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